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Abstract: This study explores the applicability of vehicle-based laser scanning (VLS) for
biomass estimation at individual tree level, since biomass serves as an essential biophysical
parameter indicating tree health. Previous work suggests that terrestrial laser scanning
(TLS) has been primarily validated for biomass prediction, however, in subject to laborious
relocation in practice. VLS, as an advanced mode of TLS with more flexible mobility and
also high sampling density, can work as a new efficient technique for surveying single
trees. Combined with the positive binds between the biomass and TLS-samplings during
manual defoliation, this work aims to seek the relations between biomass and
VLS-samplings, by correlating the VLS- and TLS-samplings within the same crowns
during natural foliation. The resulting R2 values of the two correlations after normalization
are larger than 0.88 and 0.61, respectively, and the associated root mean square errors
(RMSEs) are less than 0.051 and 0.076. VLS, thus, can be validated for estimating biomass
at the individual tree level, with the TLS-investigated data as a bridging reference.
Keywords: biomass estimation; VLS; TLS; serial retrieval model

1. Introduction
Biomass serves as an important biophysical parameter appropriate for assessing a diversity of natural
characteristics, from tree health, forest regeneration, biological balance, to energy conversion [1]. The
biomass-associated studies are helpful for reflecting various processes of biophysichemical variations,
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e.g., the situation of tree growth, the decrease of local carbon dioxide, the expansion of plant diseases,
and the damage of forest fires. The relevant topics e.g., “Why is the spatial distribution of biomass
important in understanding the carbon cycle?” and “How well do we know the biomass of the world’s
forests?” have been discussed in [2,3], and these researches, however, must be undertaken after the
biomass in the objected region is measured. Therefore, this study focuses on the concrete methods for
acquiring biomass values. Biomass in ecology is defined to be the amount of living matter in a given
habitat, and is commonly expressed as the weight of organisms per unit area. Obviously, weighting is
not available for many situations. Hence, a great amount of approaches for obtaining biomass indirectly
have been proposed, as reviewed as follows.
The biomass quantification or estimation methods have been developed long before from
ground-based destructive weighting [2], space-borne optical remote sensing (RS) [4] to synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) [5], which are involved with different contexts, e.g., spatial resolutions or earth
surfaces. The destructive weighting method is conducted by removing the leaves and branches from
trees step by step, and then weighting the cut-off materials successively. This direct measurement
means is accurate but laborious and expensive. Moreover, destructive weighting biomass is forbidden
in most environments. Satellite-based optical RS as a kind of indirect method has been applied
extensively to retrieve biomass [6]. The correspondences between biomass and pixel values have been
tested with convincing results, and the utilized parameters include e.g., reflectance [7], greenness [8],
canopy density [9], brightness temperature [10], and, sometimes, their combinations. RS images are
applicable for estimating biomass at large region-wise scales, while the optical sensors are apt to suffer
from saturation in spectral response to the dense canopies with high biomass [11]. The radar-based
methods are less weather-dependent and capable of producing data from large areas with high temporal
resolutions [12], but for single tree level the related accuracies generally are not satisfactory.
As the state-of-the-art technology, airborne laser scanning (ALS), often termed as light detection
and ranging (LiDAR), has been adopted as an attractive measure for biomass detection, due to its
capability to directly measure canopy structures and stand attributes [13,14]. Biomass can be derived
from these attributes, and the relevant variables include e.g., tree height, diameter at breast height
(DBH), and wood density. There are several recent studies in which methods have been developed
towards more accurate ALS-based biomass detection [15-17]. LiDAR has also been tried to integrate
with other kinds of techniques [18,19]. Most results, however, suggest that LiDAR tends to
underestimate tree heights due to large probabilities of missing treetops even with high sampling
densities [20,21]. The relatively low density of current ALS systems cannot reflect canopy structure
comprehensively. Therefore, ALS has been utilized mostly for stand- or regional-wise estimations of
tree characteristics [22-24]. ALS-based biomass estimation at individual tree level was also
validated [25] not long before.
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) occurs as an effective and low-cost means for biomass investigation
of individual trees, as its fine spatial resolution and small beam size allow the inner parts of crowns to be
measured with detailed information [26]. This makes it possible to estimate biomass accurately, and the
performances of TLS apparatuses have been steadily increasing [27]. With these favorable factors, the
appearances of TLS in tree inventory tasks have also been increasing, and the relevant applications
include measuring e.g., canopy structure [28], leaf area index (LAI) [29], foliage-height profile [30] and
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timber volume [31]. These works can help biomass estimation indirectly, and direct biomass
estimation has also been conducted with a primarily verified result [32]. However, in terms of
efficiency, TLS suffers from the laborious relocations when surveying multi-plots of trees.
Recently, vehicle-based laser scanning (VLS) as a newly-developed surveying, mapping, and RS
technology has attracted a lot of attention, and the typical VLS systems include e.g., the StreetMapper
system [33], the ROAMER system [34], and the Lynx system [35]. The VLS-related surveying module
can be installed on various platforms, e.g., minivans, railway carts, and boats as listed in the summary
review in [36] for different applications. The associated methods for data processing and information
extraction concerning VLS point clouds can be referred to [37-43]. Technically, the common
side-view mapping mechanism of VLS is similar with the conventional TLS systems, and
simultaneously, VLS has the more flexible mobility than TLS. Therefore, biomass estimation based on
VLS seems to be theoretically feasible, while the relevant studies have been few carried out.
From literature review, it can be learnt that the previous works on biomass estimation have mostly
been undertaken at stand- and region-scales. Biomass estimation at individual tree level has just begun,
while the progress encounters the time-consuming issue during moving TLS. Thus, the objective of
this study is to explore the applicability of VLS for biomass estimation. The primary procedures are
planned as follows: first, the correlations between the accurately measured biomass and
TLS-samplings in laboratory are calculated for different tree species as the standard references; second,
the relations between VLS- and TLS-samplings of the same trees are sought; third, the biomass value
of each tree surveyed by VLS is achieved based on the serial retrieval model. This study highlights on
the first and second procedures to establish a new promising methodology of VLS-based biomass
estimation. The consistency of foliage changes influencing laser pulse returns, during manual
defoliation in laboratory and natural foliation when VLS monitoring, is also involved.
The organization of the paper is as follows. After background introduction and literature review,
Section 2 presents the materials necessary for validating VLS for biomass estimation. Section 3 then
describes the proposed methodology for estimating biomass from VLS samplings, which utilizes the
associated TLS samplings as references. In Section 4, the experimental results are shown and assessed.
Discussions and conclusion are finally presented in Section 5.
2. Data Collection
2.1. Sensei VLS System and Leica HDS6000 TLS System
The VLS systems with high-performance on penetrating crowns are ideal for this study, and Sensei
(see Figure 1a) is such a modular surveying system developed at the Finish Geodetic Institute (FGI).
Sensei comprises a GPS/IMU positioning system, two laser scanners, a CCD camera, a spectrometer,
and a thermal camera. In this study, only the geo-referenced point clouds sampled by LUX are referred.
The distance measurement range of Sensei is from 0.3 to 200 m (50 m-targets with 10% remission),
and the ranging accuracy is 10 cm. Besides, the divergences of laser beams are 0.08° horizontally and
0.8° vertically with the scanner axes as the references. These parameters are appropriate for measuring
the basic data to validate the feasibility of VLS-based biomass estimation.
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The Ibeo Lux laser scanner can receive echoes from four different vertical profiles simultaneously,
and is also theoretically able to measure up to 38000 points/second if only one return per pulse per
profile is recorded. Actually, the scanner can record up to three returns per pulse, which allows Sensei
to receive the reflected hits from the backsides of trees or vegetations. This is the advantage of the
Sensei VLS system applied for biomass investigation. The point clouds, collected with Ibeo Lux by
recording all the four profiles per scan line and all the three echoes per laser pulse, were used as the
experimental data.
Figure 1. (a) The Sensei VLS system. (b) The Leica HDS6000 TLS system.
(a)

(b)

The synchronous reference data was investigated by the Leica HDS6000 TLS system (Figure 1b).
HDS6000 is a kind of 685 nm phase-based continuous wave laser scanner with a 360° × 310°
field-of-view upwards. This scanner uses a silicon avalanche photo diode (APD) as the photo detector.
The distance measurement accuracy is 4–5 mm, and the angular resolution is selectable from 0.009° to
0.288°. The circular beam diameter at the exit and the beam divergence are 3 mm and 0.22 mrad,
respectively. These parameters can help the system measure the fine architectures of canopies. After
geo-referencing, the associated point clouds within crowns can be segmented as a link between VLS
samplings and the destructive-weighting data in laboratory.
2.2. TLS-Biomass Data Acquired in Laboratory
The so-called TLS-biomass data denotes the synchronous measurements of the same trees by TLS
and destructive weighting. The experiments were carried out in FGI laboratory. The coniferous species
of five pines (Scots Pine) and five spruces (Norway Spruce, Picea abies) were first measured with
HDS6000 from aside on 20 July 2009, and the deciduous species of 10 birches (Finland Birch) were
measured in the same way based on the FARO Photon120 laser scanner, which had almost the same
sampling setups with respect to HDS6000, on 28 May 2010. The crowns were firstly scanned by TLS
producing the point cloud with number of T1 , and then the leaves and branches of all the crowns were
removed from outside step by step. The cut-off materials were weighted and recorded, and meanwhile,
the remaining trees were scanned by TLS. These two procedures were iterated three times per tree,
resulting in the biomass samples of b1 , b2 , and b3 and the numbers T2 , T3 , and T4 of TLS-samplings.
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At last, the left trunks were measured as b4 , and 40 pairs of TLS-biomass data

{(b ,T )

ij =
ij i 1,=
,5, j 1,,10

}

were generated. The subscript i denotes the operation times, and j indicates the sequential number of
each tree. Actually, bij and Tij have no direct relations, instead of bij ~ Tij − Ti ( j +1) or Tij ~ ∑ k =i bkj .
4

Therefore, the relationship between the TLS-biomass data can be sought in terms of the differentiation
of TLS-samplings versus biomass or the integration of the weighted biomass versus TLS-samplings.
As the experiments were carried out with critical procedures, the results can offer the fundamental
references to inversely retrieve the distribution of biomass from the in-field TLS-sampling.
2.3. VLS-TLS Data Collected in the Study Site
The similar-termed VLS-TLS data was collected in the Espoonlahti test site of Finland on 6 May,
14 May, 28 May, 8 June, and 2 July 2009 separately, which correspond to different foliation phases
appropriate for validating the study goal. The six study areas lie around a block, which were scanned
by VLS and TLS synchronously. The airborne RS image of one area is illustrated (Figure 2a), and the
point clouds collected by TLS and VLS are also demonstrated (Figure 2b,c). From the figures, it can be
noticed that many trees were surveyed by both VLS and TLS, notwithstanding probably from different
views. There are also buildings and poles mixed in the scenes, and they can be interpreted out from
TLS and VLS point clouds. The study site can be used as the typical area to validate the new technique,
and 12 trees (containing deciduous and coniferous trees) producing 60 pairs of VLS-TLS samples were
extracted for numerical analysis.
Figure 2. (a) The airborne RS image of the first study area. (b) The associated point cloud
investigated by TLS. (c) The related point cloud collected by VLS. Different colors denote
different heights, and red indicates the largest altitudes in (b) and (c).
(a)

(b)

(c)
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3. Methods
3.1. Geo-referencing
After the surveying work was finished, geo-referencing was the first step of data post-processing,
since the initial data had only the ranging information. Geo-referencing can give the corresponding 3D
coordinates to the recorded echo points, and the approaches of converting the unorganized points into
regular spatial distributions must be tackled accurately, as the overlaps of crowns caused by coarse
positioning of points may introduce large errors during point number statistics. Sensei utilizes direct
geo-referencing, where GPS/IMU measurements are applied to derive the position and attitude of the
system platform and each instrument. This information is then employed to calculate the 3D positions
of all the received laser points.
Direct geo-referencing is noted mathematically by a transformation between the local coordinates
specified in the sensor (TLS or camera) frame and the geodetic (mapping) reference frame with
Equation (1)

e
s


(1)
=
+ Rbe Rsb λ x s + ∆X IMU
X e X IMU

e
where X e are the object coordinates in the earth-centered and earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, X IMU
denote
the IMU coordinates in ECEF frame, Rbe signifies the rotation matrix from body frame to ECEF frame,

Rsb denotes the rotation matrix from sensor frame to body frame, x s are the object coordinates in
s
sensor frame, ∆X IMU
delegate the level arm between IMU and sensor. The value of IMU coordinates
e
X IMU and rotation matrix Rbe can be calculated from IMU outputs, Rsb is sought in field calibration,
s
and lever arm ∆X IMU
are obtained using a tape measure.
3.2. Crown Segmentation
Since this study focuses on the statistical properties of the sampling points within crowns, critical
registration is not a necessary step in pre-processing. Alternatively, segmenting the objected crowns
precisely is more important. The second step, thus, is to segment the single crowns by Terrascan [44],
which is a commercial software solution for processing laser scanning points for numerical analysis.
Terrascan can efficiently handle millions of points, as all the routines have been tweaked for optimum
performance. The operations of crown segmentation for VLS- and TLS-collected point clouds are the
same in Terrascan. The objective trees can be located according to the pre-set references, and the fence
can be drawn around the point collections corresponding to a single crown. Then, all the points, with
their projections in the fence, can be segmented and stored into an isolated file. Processing on details
can be conducted aiming at some special points, and the unnecessary or erroneous points can
be deleted.
3.3. Scanning Model Analysis
The accumulative numbers of points within the crowns segmented from VLS- and TLS-measured
point clouds individually cannot be utilized directly for comparison, as the associated sampling modes
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are different. The scanning models of the applied VLS and TLS systems need to be analyzed, and the
correspondence is better to be acquired and uniformed firstly. In terms of the scan line schematics,
respectively demonstrated in Figure 3, the arrangements of scan lines and the angles between the laser
pulses in profiles are dissimilar, and uniformization of samplings is the premier for seeking the binds
between VLS and TLS samplings. Scanning model analysis mainly refers to two steps, namely number
uniformization of the scan lines in each crown space and angle uniformization between the pulses in
each profile.
Figure 3. Schematic models of TLS and VLS scanning examined from top view. TLS has
scan lines in radial form, and VLS comprises multi-profiles in the parallel scan lines.

VLS

TLS

TLS works in a rotating mode, and the scan lines distribute in a star-radiating form. The scan lines
occupy a consistent angle from the top view, and the number of scan lines lying in the more distant
crowns will become less. The pulses in the same profiles are also in a star-radiating mode from up to
down, and thus, the point number along distance attenuates as deduced in Equation (2)
N nT = N mT ( d n d mT )

2

(2)

where N mT is the number of points sampled within each crown, d mT denotes the distance from TLS to
the crown center, d n is the prescribed distance for the uniformized comparisons between TLS and VLS
samplings, and N nT is the number after uniformization. HDS6000 is a phase-based scanner, and the
phenomenon of multi-echoes related to one laser pulse can be neglected.
VLS works under the pattern of sideway-scanning, and its scan lines distribute in a
parallel-arranged form. From the perspective of scan line, the number of points lying in the more
distant crowns will still remain equal. The Ibeo LUX laser scanner can emit four laser beams
simultaneously for each scan line, and there is a 0.8° angle between them. Each two corresponding
profiles in the parallel scan lines can also be deemed to be parallel. The pulses in the same profiles,
however, are in a star-radiating mode, and the point number in each profile follows the linear
attenuation rule with respect to distance, as shown in Equation (3)
N nV = N mV ( d n d mV )

(3)

where the variables have the similar meanings as in Equation (2), and the subscripts are replaced to
stand for VLS. Ibeo LUX can distinguish as many as three echoes per pulse, and this can produce the
effect of penetration.
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Besides the hardware-induced differences between the two laser scanners, the concrete surveying
modes also introduce some discrepancies that are necessary to consider. The predominant factors
include two aspects: the number of scan lines hitting the crowns and the sampling density. Besides the
factor of distance from the scanner to the goal crowns mentioned above, another cause for number
variation of scan lines, mainly for VLS, is the interval between scan lines, as the mapping vehicle
cannot ensure a constant velocity. The intervals between the scan lines in some crowns are unavoidably
larger than the other ones. At the same time, the sampling frequency of VLS is often different from the
stable TLS systems, and a coefficient as the adjusting parameter according to the prescribed setups is
added in. The uniformization of interval and density mainly involved with VLS samplings can be
expressed in Equation (4)
N nV = c ( sn smV )( d n d mV ) N mV

(4)

where smV is the real interval between the scan lines, and sn is the uniformized interval, which is
defined according to the mean number of scan lines of TLS in the same crown. c is the coefficient for
density uniformization.
3.4. Serial Retrieval Model
The correlation work of TLS-biomass data is fulfilled in two ways, namely between the normalized
total biomass of each crown and the normalized total hits from the same crown, and the normalized
branch and leaf biomass of each crown versus the normalized hits from the same crown. As the stems
grow slowly and will show no clear variation in the second surveying lasting for three months, only the
later situation is considered in this study. The same operations are undertaken in the following VLSTLS data correlation. Then, the serial retrieval model based on VLS-samplings, TLS-samplings and the
biomass data is built to form a complete frame for biomass prediction.
The implementations are to achieve the relations between TLS-samplings and biomass as references,
and then seek the correspondence between VLS- and TLS-samplings to validate VLS-based biomass
estimation. If there is a positive correlation existing (best in linear form), VLS can be verified capable
of mapping biomass of trees in practical applications. The correspondence is quantified by computing
Pearson correlation coefficients, which can reflect the consistency degree between the two different
sampling modes and biomass weights. Regression analysis, next, is employed on the two sets of data to
seek the fitting functions individually.
If two linear functions are obtained with promising results, e.g., with lower root mean square error
(RMSE), the serial retrieval model revealing the relationships between VLS-samplings and biomass
through TLS-samplings can be established. With the serial linear retrieval model, the status of model
fitting and the statistical significances of the estimated parameters can be assessed. The goodness of
fitting is commonly checked by calculating the coefficient of determination, e.g., R-square. Analysis of
the pattern of residuals and hypothesis testing can also be implemented. Statistical significance can be
checked by an F-test of the overall fit, followed by t-tests of individual parameters.
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4. Results
The correlations of 40 pairs of deciduous TLS-biomass data, 40 pairs of coniferous TLS-biomass
data, and 60 pairs of VLS-TLS data were deployed separately, and the results seem to be satisfactory.
The temporary outputs of each recursive step will not be listed in this paper, and the outcomes of the
three key procedures, which correspond to crown segmentation, TLS-biomass correlation and
VLS-TLS correlation, are described as follows.
4.1. Crown Segmentation
After geo-referencing, 12 typical isolated trees with good appearances both in VLS and TLS point
clouds were picked up and segmented out. As the monitoring processes mainly focus on the progress of
foliation, the relevant crowns were further extracted as targets. The segmenting operation was based on
Terrascan, which can also output the total number of points within each crown efficiently. One pair of
crowns of the same tree reconstructed from VLS and TLS data is illustrated in Figure 4. Both VLS data
and TLS data can reflect the structure of the tree well, and this also shows the effect of
geo-referencing to some extent. It can be recognized that the TLS-measured points are denser than the
VLS-scanned ones, and the positioning accuracy is also better than VLS. But this has no much
influence to this study, as the statistical total number is concerned for biomass estimation.
Figure 4. Illustrations of the crowns reconstructed by the (a) TLS-; and (b) VLS-collected
samplings. Different colors denote different heights.
(a)

(b)

4.2. TLS-Biomass Correlation
As to the laboratory experiments, the relative number of hits from each tree by TLS was used as a
predictor of biomass. The maximum number of points within crowns was normalized into 1, when no
manual defoliation occurred. The correlation results of the TLS-biomass data are shown in Figure 5, in
which the deciduous and coniferous tree species are processed separately. The R2 based on a linear
regression model were 0.97 for the coniferous trees and 0.88 for the deciduous trees respectively. The
coefficients of the fitting linear function are listed in Table 1, and the errors can be indicated by RMSE.
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Based on parameter comparison, the foliation process of the deciduous trees has more influences to the
correlations than the coniferous trees, since the broad leaves are more irregular than the needle leaves.
The resulting good relationships both, still, can suggest the feasibility of TLS for biomass estimation.
Figure 5. Correlations of the normalized TLS-biomass data for different tree species after
laboratory experiments. (a) For the coniferous tree species, R2 = 0.97. (b) For the
deciduous tree species, R2 = 0.88. The plot-points lying on the horizontal axis at the
bottom-left corner correspond to the destructive weightings of the remaining stems.
(a)

(b)

4.3. VLS-TLS Correlation
In VLS-TLS correlation, 60 pairs of samples relevant to five surveying days were matched
statistically. The distribution trend of the point numbers of the VLS-samplings and the TLS-samplings
was derived. The hit-numbers were normalized after the samples with the maximum numbers were
sought, both in VLS and TLS data. The statistical result is manifested in Figure 6. As the differences of
VLS and TLS sampling mechanisms are more complex than the nominated factors listed in
sub-Section 3.3 (e.g., multi-conditioned mobility with acceleration), the coefficient of determination is
less than the results of TLS-biomass data measured in laboratory. The value of linear slope after fitting
is 0.86, and the intercept is 0.07. The coefficient of determination is 0.61, which suggests that
VLS-samplings and TLS-samplings still can represent the same crowns in consistency.
Based on the results (Table 1) from subsections 4.2 and 4.3, the serial linear retrevial model can be
constructed. The RMSEs of the three regrssions are all less than 0.1, and the slopes of the three fittings
are close to 1. The serial linear retrieval model for the Espoonlahti test site can be simplified as
BiomassNormalized = 1.07* VLSNormalized − 0.0024, which is tackled based on the deciduous TLS-biomass
data. The biomass of the little trees measured in laboratory are only at the scales of several kilograms,
while the real trees surveyed in the study sites even weigh several tons. Thus, the coefficients of the
fitting lines for the biomass and VLS-samplings in practical applications will be somehow different,
and the parameters sought in this study cannot be applied directly for other surveying tasks. For real
applications, the concrete parameters shall be recalculated as follows: Some typical little trees in the
objected region are fell down and implemented destructive weighting and TLS scanning firstly, and
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VLS-TLS data is secondly measured in the same region. The data post-processing then can employ the
same procedures of this study, and the more accurate parameters can be achieved.
Figure 6. The normalized numbers of VLS samplings versus of TLS samplings in the
Espoonlahti site; R2 = 0.61. The clustering phenomenon at the bottom-left corner is yielded
by two coniferous trees, which have no large biomass changes during foliage flourishing.
The points far from the fitted line are caused by crown-shading partially.

Table 1. The results of all the correlations after normalization. The slope and intercept
relate to the lines-of-fit in Figures 5 and 6.
TLS-BiomassDeciduous
TLS-BiomassConiferous
VLS-TLS

R2
0.88
0.97
0.61

RMSE
0.051
0.027
0.076

slope
1.24
1.02
0.86

intercept
−0.088
−0.031
0.069

5. Discussions and Conclusion
The linear relationship between VLS-samplings and biomass has been primarily verified. Based on
the results yielded by this study, a VLS-based biomass investigation system can be established. The
biomass of any tree within the scanning range of VLS can be retrieved, with the laboratory-tested
results as linking references and the fitting function representing correlations as the bridging tool. This
is greatly beneficial for biomass investigation in road environments. With the Sensei module system
installed on airplanes, the proposed method can also be available for stand-wise and even region-wise
forest. The distribution of forest biomass can be figured out explicitly, and then, can be applied as the
fundamental geographic data by the strategy planners.
For the areas at the stand- and region-wise scales, number statistics of the samplings within crowns
need instant segmentation of individual trees, and automatic methods are required to complete this task.
Actually, the associated researches on automatic extraction of single trees from VLS point clouds have
not been reported extensively [45]. In most cases, the VLS-associated segmentation still employs the
approaches developed in ALS and TLS domains. Besides the advantage of quick sampling by VLS, the
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proposed frame in this study can also use TLS as a space-expanding technique, which can supplement
the areas investigation out of touch by VLS scanning, e.g., in road scenarios.
As the kernel variable, point number is subject to the density variations of foliages when growing,
and different influences exist in VLS and TLS mapping. The inconsistent parts on crowns irradiated by
VLS and TLS pulses worsen the interference. As shown in Figure 7, the impacts of the
multi-factors can be reflected by the amplitude fluctuations of point numbers. The points sampled by
VLS may decrease during foliages flourishing, while TLS-samplings increase for the same tree. At the
same time, the extreme points of the trends from increasing to decreasing are not consistent for
different trees. Therefore, seeking the appropriate foliages density in terms of the extreme point seems
to be helpful for constructing more accurate retrieval models, but the complexity distribution and
inclination of leaves makes this task extremely complicated. Obtaining the more accurate relationship
of biomass and VLS samplings needs more works, and the synchronous images of crowns or intensity
information of echoes may be fused into modeling for better performance.
Figure 7. Variations of the point numbers correspond to different measurement time and
different trees, and the related performances are different for the VLS- and TLS-surveying
modes. 1 and 2 refer to two trees. VLS-1 denotes the statistical results of the first crown
investigated by VLS, and the other legends have the corresponding meanings.

The analysis of VLS and TLS scanning mechanisms discussed in sub-Section 3.3, actually aiming at
the special apparatuses of Ibeo LUX and HDS6000, can be, indeed, generalized into a rule. This rule
can be applicable for any other two kinds of laser scanning instruments. The factors can be deduced as
follows: the arrangement of scan lines, the distance between scanners and objects, the angle between
scan lines, the angle between the laser beams in each profile, the interval between parallel scan lines,
the sampling frequency, the detecting capacity of multi-echoes per pulse, and etc. For other VLS and
TLS systems, these factors can be checked to acquire the relationships of their samplings. Even for the
same VLS systems, these factors sometimes must be considered to ensure the data is uniform under
different situations, e.g., in stop-and-go mode or continuous-go mode.
As a conclusion, the applicability of VLS for biomass estimation at individual tree level is iterated,
and this study fulfills the research gap of VLS-based biomass prediction. The theme of assessing the
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ability of VLS for biomass retrieval through TLS samplings can make full usage of the previous work.
VLS, TLS and destructive weighting here are combined to form a systematic methodology for accurate
biomass surveying. With little trees measured by TLS in laboratory, the dilemma of felling big trees for
artificial defoliation can be overcome, and the laborious relocations of TLS systems can be replaced by
the stop-and-go mode of VLS. Biomass at individual tree level can be acquired efficiently with this
advanced frame. If the system is further integrated with aerial platforms, the region-wise forests can be
surveyed in an efficient way.
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